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Season's activities for this project began with the
arrival of Messrs. Hudson, Osada, and Grabacki at
McMurdo Station on 5 September 1975. With help
from U.S. Navy personnel, two fishing stations were
established and lines were set in McMurdo Sound
for the large antarctic cod, Dissostichus mawsoni. The
cod were caught in 500 meters of water; most were
measured, weighed, tagged, and released. Smaller
cods were injected with tetracycline and were
tagged with a lock-on numbered tail tag and two
numbered anchor tags. The latter were inserted in
the first and second dorsal fins. Tetracycline is in-
corporated into the boney structures (otoliths, fin
rays, and scales) of these fishes and when viewed
under ultraviolet light it fluoresces. If one of these
fishes were caught in a few years from now and
its otolith viewed under ultraviolet light, the tetra-
cycline would appear as a discrete fluorescent ring.
This technique thus could be used to age the cod
by relating numbers of rings to time. The tail tags
are imprinted with the request that, if recaptured,
the fish be returned to Scripps Institution of
Oceanography.
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Time course of biosynthesis of plasma protein and glycopro-
tein antifreeze. DPM = disintegrations per minute.

Small, undamaged specimens of D. mawsoni were
transported to the running seawater aquarium at
McMurdo for studies of the in vivo biosynthesis of
glycoprotein antifreezes. Specimens were accli-
mated to the 750-liter tanks for 3 weeks and food
was withheld. The specimen selected for each ex-
periment was anesthetized in seawater containing
Ms-222 and was placed on an operating stretcher
with seawater running over its gills. A cannula was
implanted in the caudal vein, and the fish then was
subjected to surgical operation involving an inci-
sion of 10 to 15 centimeters in length in the ventral
body wall and isolation of a branch of the hepatic
portal vein. This vein collects blood from the intes-
tines and lower body and delivers it to the liver. A
known quantity of radioactive alanine was injected
into this vein. The incision was then carefully
sutured and the fish was returned to a small hold-
ing tank for the duration of the experiment. After
the fish awakened (usually 10 to 15 minutes), blood
samples were taken through the cannula at speci-
fied intervals. Plasma from the blood samples was
separated centrifugally and this plasma was then
biochemically treated so that the amount of radio-
active label incorporated into newly-synthesized
plasma protein and glycoprotein antifreeze could
be determined by liquid scintillation counting tech-
niques.

Fish subjected to this surgical procedure survived
well. After awakening in the small holding tank,
they swam about normally and were active. At the
end of each experiment the fish was sacrificed, its
liver was homogenized, and free radioactivity was
determined, as well as the radioactivity of newly-
synthesized endogenous liver proteins (noncircu-
lating liver proteins).

Results of a typical experiment are seen in the
figure. No label was apparent in the plasma pro-
teins for the first 6 hours; thereafter, appearance
of the label followed a sigmoidal pattern until a
plateau was reached at approximately 40 hours.
Label appeared in the purified glycoprotein anti-
freeze in the same pattern, although with a longer
absolute lag time. Although final evidence will come
from a computer analysis of the kinetic constants
involved in the synthesis and secretion of the glyco-
protein antifreeze, the similarity in the shape of the
two curves strongly indicates that the glycoprotein
antifreeze is synthesized in the liver. Using cyclo-
hexamide, a potent inhibitor of protein synthesis
initiation, it was also determined that the glycopro-
tein antifreeze is ribosomally synthesized rather
than synthesized entirely by enzymes.
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